Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and choose the correct word from the word bank to complete the sentence. Have your child write the word in the blank.

Word Bank

comprehension  conclusion  creation  imitation
intention  operation  persuasion  pollution

1. Luisa did a perfect __________ of the man on TV, and the whole family laughed.

2. The __________ was successful and the patient went home the very next day.

3. Oliver had some difficulties with reading __________, but he was brilliant at math.

4. “My __________ was not to upset you,” my brother said when he apologized.

5. After trying to fix the umbrella four times, we came to the __________ that we needed a new one.

6. We could not tell what the artist’s __________ was supposed to resemble, but it was beautiful.

7. Advertising companies are very good at the art of __________: getting people to think that they need a certain product.

8. After the lake was found to have high levels of __________, the city launched a campaign to clean it up.

Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)